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Delamo’s Duo Dolly was selected as one of the 2015 Sanitary Maintenance Distributor 
Choice Award Winners. Look for products that work with Duo Dolly, including the new 
Janitor Auto Cart and Auto Dolly. 

Pop Mop™ Pro Item #3030/3030-PLUS

POP MOP™ Pro (3030/3030-Plus) is the smartest patented microfiber mopping tool for easy 
touch-free pad pick-up and touch-free pad POP off! The innovative pump action handle ejects 
the used microfiber pad from the mop head for convenient collection and reduces the risk of 
contamination. The POP MOP™ Pro makes cleaning easier and more efficient, leaving the 
dirty work behind. Pop Mop Pro Plus (3030-PLUS) features an adjustable length handle to meet 
height requirements and reduces effort while cleaning.

Dirty Water Buckets for Wringer Combos Item #8021-KIT/8022-KIT

Delamo’s 8021/8022 Dirty Water Bucket works with our 26 & 35-Quart Wringer Combos. 
Traditional wringers force dirty water to mix with cleaning solution in the common 
bucket. This dirty water bucket installs under the wringer to collect and keep dirty water 
separated. The 8021/8022 bucket includes a red lock to secure it into position and prevent 
spillover The lock requires simple assembly to the wringer bucket rim*. Instructions 
included. 

Duo Dolly Item #8804

Duo Dolly is just that, a dual function dolly designed for the Delamo Auto Systems (Auto Dolly 
and Janitor Auto Carts). Use the Duo Dolly to attach any threaded based trash can or use any 
manufactures’ wringer bucket combo. Duo Dolly doubles your efficiency in trash collection and 
cleaning. When used with the Auto Dolly and Dynamo can, the Duo Dolly transforms into a 
tandem waste/ recycle collection system. With a small footprint and ease in mobility, the Duo 
Dolly is an ideal solution to maintain facilities in half the time! Maximum load weight: 250 lbs.

Dock n’ Mop Item #8024

The DOCK N’ MOP Microfiber Bucket is the newest accessory for Delamo’s Auto Systems.   
Equipped with a snap-on water/air-tight lid and comfort grip handle, the Dock N’ Mop bucket 
serves as a solution soaking/charging bucket for pad preparation and then quickly transforms 
into a mobile cleaning bucket by removing the lid and connecting it to one of the Auto Systems 
at floor level. This back saving feature is exclusive to Delamo and adds efficiency to any cleaning 
job or work environment. Just Dock N’ Mop.

Dynamo Dividers Item #8814/8815

Save time, save space. Create two separate trash compartments in one Dynamo Utility Can 
by adding the Dynamo Divider. Snaps easily onto the 32 or 44-gallon Dynamo rim. Liners 
are neatly secured in place with liner lock bars on Dynamo Divider and liner lock belts on 
Dynamo Cans. Now, one Utility Can collects general trash and recyclable waste together.
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